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course title: power, democracy and legitimacy in southeast
democracies. yet legitimacy and power are deeply cultural features. in this course, we will take
a historical and anthropological approach to the question of the cultural underpinnings of
political legitimacy. we will examine state formation in southeast asia, state violence, and the
always difficult question of legitimacy. how has power been
journal of current southeast asian affairs - uni-hamburg
of traditional legitimacy, and performance legitimacy is included as an aspect of rational-legal
legitimacy. obviously political legitimacy is a contested term and within a state there may be
groups of individuals – ranging from ethnic or regional groups to political networks – that
contest the political legitimacy of the state.
southeast asia politics and government - hi fisipol ugm
political elites’ competition in domestic level in order to achieve either national interests or
personal/collective goals. required readings: *damien kingsbury, southeast asia: a political
profile, chapter 2 “authority and legitimacy”, pp. 24-47. *mutiah alagappa, ed. political
legitimacy in southeast asia: the quest for moral authority.
state sovereignty, political legitimacy and regional
political legitimacy and state sovereignty the theoretical foundation for the following discussion
of asia-paci?c re-gionalism draws on muthiah alagappa’s discussion of the quest for politi-cal
legitimacy (and, therefore, ‘moral authority’) among southeast asian states and mohammed
ayoob’s complementary theory of ‘subaltern re-alism’.
political legitimacy in the arab world: the impact of the
political legitimacy is ensured by the economic strength of a government and its appropriate
use of force, regardless of the means of authority by which the ruling elite governs. 3 muthiah
alagappa, political legitimacy in southeast asia (stanford: stanford university press, 1995), 11.
public policy and legitimacy: study of gold and nickel
policy legitimacy: a study of belief-system correspondence in swedish environmental policy
"which reveals that legitimacy is a framework normative concept that is closely related to the
position of the democratization of the decision-making political linking normative basis of the
policy with the values that built from public or publicly.
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chapter 8 envisioning burma: legitimacy, leadership, and
political legitimacy and political transition a simple de?nition of political legitimacy, according to
seymour lipset, is “the capacity of the system to maintain the belief that the existing political
institutions are the most appropriate ones for the society” (lipset, 1960, p. 77). the legitimation
of power, then, relies on the
southeast asia and the politics of vulnerability - olemiss
political economy of southeast asia, especially in the aftermath of the crisis, as this places
fundamental constraints on possible future development. finally, i consider what sort of
presence the southeast asian region has on the wider world stage in which interregional
interaction is coming to play an increasingly important role.
political legitimacy in middle africa - muse.jhu
political legitimacy in middle africa michael g. schatzberg published by indiana university press
schatzberg, g.. political legitimacy in middle africa: father, family, food.
the political economy of south korea: economic growth
uk heo is professor of political science at the university of wisconsin-milwau kee. his research
focuses on the political economy of defense spending, international security and korean
politics. his work has appeared in journal of politics, political re search quarterly, british journal
of political science, journal of conflict resolution, in
curriculum vitae tiffanesha williams political science
presented at niu center for southeast asian studies student research conference, 2014, dekalb,
il. “re-imagining state formation and political legitimacy.” presented at southeast asia program
cornell graduate student conference, 2014, ithaca, ny. “freshwater conflict and cooperative
agreements among southeast asian countries”.
legitimacy in contemporary china: maintaining the
legitimacy in contemporary china: maintaining the legitimacy of an authoritarian state anne
mcginnis * this essay seeks to explain how the people‘s republic of china, an authoritarian
state, creates and maintains political legitimacy. following david beetham, a state must fulfill, or
appear to fulfill, three criteria to possess political
download identity politics and elections in malaysia and
to contend that in order to avoid a decline in political legitimacy, democratic identity, interest,
and politics - pureg identity, interest, and politics the rise of kurdish associational activism and
the contestation of the state in turkey. 2.2 parties rooted in political islam and diyarbak in
general elections 35
journal of current southeast asian affairs - viet-studies
the journal of current southeast asian affairs is an open access publication. it may be read,
copied and distributed free of charge according to the conditions of the creative commons
attribution-no derivative works 3.0 license. to subscribe to the print edition:
comparative politics of southeast asia - link.springer
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aurel croissant † philip lorenz comparative politics of southeast asia an introduction to
governments and political regimes
download a dented image journeys of recovery from
by gopi subramanian, political legitimacy in southeast asia the quest for moral authority
contemporary issues in asia and pacific, policy program evaluation and research in disability
community support for all haworth health and social policy, oil a beginners guide 2nd edition,
southeast asia: burma/myanmar and siam/thailand in
southeast asia: burma/myanmar and siam/thailand in comparative perspective . lecturer: dr
tomas larsson (thl33@cam) this module will provide students with an insight into state
formation, identity politics, and political and economic development in two polities on the
southeast asian mainland:
statehood and governance: challenges in the middle east
legitimacy deficits, because the citizens of arab states are unable to choose their main political
decision-makers by democratic means. yet this is a mistaken impression, since democratic
elections are but one among various possible sources from which political legitimacy, i.e. the
belief of the ruled in the adequacy of
political science legitimacy of taiwan’s ª the author(s
legitimacy of taiwan’s trade negotiations with china: demystifying political challenges pasha l.
hsieh abstract the article analyzes taiwan’s legitimacy debate over trade negotiations with
china. the theo-retical concept of legitimacy is used to assess taiwan’s cross-straits
negotiation mechanism and trade agreements.
excerpted from political islam in southeast asia
within islam over theological doctrines, law, politics, and legitimacy. for southeast asia, after
the arrival of european explorers, european trad-ing bases and then colonies began to be
established. that colonial era lasted for 2 political islam in southeast asia 01_means_ch01.qxd
2/23/09 4:23 pm page 2
sport as a tool of politics: a study on myanmar's
a study on myanmar's southeast asian games 2013 by aung ko min a thesis submitted to the
victoria university of wellington in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of master
of international relations school of history, philosophy, political science and international
relations victoria university of wellington 2015
globalizing comparative political science research on
new generation of political science scholars, was published within this series. the publication in
2008 of an edited volume, southeast asia in political science, demonstrated that comparative
political science research on southeast asia had come of age.7 the eleven chapters by a new
generation of scholars
southeast asian area studies beyond anglo-america
southeast asian area studies beyond anglo-america: geopolitical transitions, the neoliberal
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academy and spatialised regimes of knowledge critical theorists and scholars in asian cultural
studies have challenged the political legitimacy and analytical validity of the cross-disciplinary
enterprise of area studies. area studies has been critiqued
buddhism and politics in southeast asia - ascu
buddhist legitimation of political power legitimation derives from popular acceptance of the right
by some person or persons within society to exercise political power. it thus depends on
shared worldview. in southeast asia, those with the right to rule were kings who stood at the
apex of civil society. their right to rule was legitimised in
southeast asian food and culture - niu
political or ritual legitimacy. leaders are expected to use their wealth to feast their followers,
and religious rites require sacrificial animals in order to feast the ancestors and spirits. in
lowland southeast asia, too, marriage ceremonies tend to be very large events where much
food is prepared for guests. d.
cambodia's second kingdom - project muse
196 cambodia’s second kingdom baird, ian g. “different views of history: shades of
irredentism along the laos– cambodia border.” journal of southeast asian studies 41 no. 2
(2010): 187–213. barker, rodney s. political legitimacy and the state.oxford: clarendon, 1990.
topics in comparative politics: southeast asia in
pols: 307 b spring 2013 5 course’schedule’and’readings’
délkelet európa - southeast europe
délkelet-európa – south-east europe international relations quarterly 3 decade, which means
that between 1996 and 2004, in eight years 200 million people’s standard of living exceeded
the poverty line. more people were lifted out of poverty than in all of the 20 th century. china’s
conference report democracy in southeast asia
political representation, it has often been too slow and too uneven .4 democracy is being
tested daily across the globe . southeast asia has been transformed from a war-affected,
impoverished, and fragmented region into one of the world’s most economically dynam-ic
areas, home to a large and expanding urban middle class with growing
chapter 14 governance in southeast asia: the good, the bad
governance in southeast asia: the good, the bad, and the ugly donald e. weatherbee
introduction by 1999, the association of southeast asian nations (asean) had achieved its 1967
vision of political regionalism by expanding membership to all 10 of the sovereign states in
geographic southeast asia.1 but this regional solidarity is only skin-deep in
electoral politics in southeast and east asia: a
electoral politics in southeast and east asia for the most part, the long history of elections in
southeast and east asia is a history of electoral ritualism, electoral anomalies and abuse. from
a comparative perspective, we can identify three instrumental variants of elections in the
region’s past: 1.
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great power rivalries, domestic politics and southeast
how are southeast asian countries responding to rising great power competition between the
united states and china, and what role do domestic political factors play in these policy
choices? given the dramatically different ways that sino-us competition impacts southeast
asian states and the
download grammar puzzles games kids can t resist
reverse harem sci fi romance, political legitimacy in southeast asia the quest for moral authority
contemporary issues in asia and pacific, proximity fuzes theory and techniques drdo drdo? e pi
=7,page id10,8422248440, openshift red hat, original instructions indigenous teachings for a
explorations southeast asian studies
southeast asian studies a journal of the southeast asian studies student association vol 3 fall
1999 contents article 1 article 2 article 3 article 4 the origin and significance of the emerald
buddha eric roeder >eric roeder is an m.a. candidate in the department of asian studies at the
university of hawaii at manoa. he is spending the
center for southeast asian studies, kyoto university
©center for southeast asian studies, kyoto university rents, accumulation, and conflict in
malaysia jeff tan* this paper examines conflict in malaysia through an analysis of rents and the
rela-tionship between the economic imperative for growth and political imperative for stability.
islam and ethnicity in malay politics (south-east asian
movement or political activity in vietnam or cambodia. . it is generally assumed that islam came
to mainland southeast asia much later€ gerhard hoffstaedter: modern muslim identities - giga
journal family islam and ethnicity in malay politics - abebooks southeast asian studies,
suggested that i publish this bibliography in the .
southeast asia: sources of regime support
today account for the bulk of political systems not only in southeast asia, but throughout the
developing world. 8 a comprehensive analytical framework in the context of southeast asia,
alternative sources for creating and maintaining regime legitimacy can be grouped together
under four difchallenges to southeast asia’s - open research: open
challenges to southeast asia’s democratization processes: a case study on indonesia, the
philippines, and thailand gatra priyandita u4995039 a serious threat to regime survival has
weakened the political legitimacy of some leaders; increased international attention on human
rights issues has divided asean
statehood and governance: challenges in southeast asia
while the emerging democracies of southeast asia still are characterised by legitimacy crises or
have already collapsed, a higher level of political stability persists in most of the region’s
autocracies. in most countries of south-east asia, however, the state’s monopoly on the
legitimate use of force is only partially enforced. in
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islam and politics - stimson center
in muslim majority states, islam provides the basis of political legitimacy for the govern-ments
and their leaders. southeast asia is no exception: the governments of brunei, indo-nesia, and
malaysia are anchored in islam, even as the former two strive to strengthen dem-ocratic
spaces.
“re-thinking the southeast asian development model (seadm
contexts where the political legitimacy of governments and regimes, usually contested or
fragile, is largely based on governments’ ability to deliver material well-being to citizens
(castells, 1992: 59-60). this situation prevails in much of southeast asia, despite a trend
towards
arab spring or asian monsoon? civil society and social
one of the most evident causes of the rise of social movements in southeast asia is the
perceived crisis in political legitimacy, that is, when the social contract is perceived as violated
and broken. citizens seek its restoration and social movements are avenues through which
domestic legitimacy politics and varieties of regionalism
from the region’s great powers, which has historically been a key source of political legitimacy
for east asian leaders in power. we focus on japan and south korea because studies of east
asian regionalism have tended to focus on southeast asia, leaving japanese or south korean
initiatives relatively under-examined.10 furtherthailand and the region of southeast asia: transitioning
thailand and the region of southeast asia: transitioning to liberal democracies? warsame
galaydh undergraduate student carleton college galaydhw@carleton abstract over the past few
decades, the region of southeast asia has experienced dramatic change. authoritarian and
democratic governments dabbling in capitalism have now
the arab spring and islamist activism in southeast asia
the arab spring and islamist activism in southeast asia: much ado about nothing? 2 through
most of their time in office, presidents sukarno (1959-1965) and suharto (1966-1998)
looking for new forms of legitimacy in asia
legitimacy or illegitimacy” (in the words of vaara & tienari, 2008, p. 987). studies that analyze
concrete legitimacy strategies for corporate responsibil-ity action remain limited, particularly
those that examine the political aspects of discursive legitimation that include values, beliefs,
and power relations
bruce gilley - portland state university
“legitimacy”, in american political science association (eds), international encyclopedia of
political science, washington: cq press, 2010. “comparing and rethinking political change in
china and taiwan” in bruce gilley and larry diamond (eds.), political change in china:
comparisons with taiwan, boulder, co: lynne rienner, 2008, pp. 1-27.
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caste and the quest for racial hierarchy in british burma
political, economic, and social salience and stability12 and were used by the local populations
for political legitimacy.13 they became the most dominating feature and marker of the
population of the modern nation. these colonial procedures of labeling, defining, measuring,
and ranking race in burma
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